In large-scale educational surveys, a latent regression model is used to compensate for the shortage of cognitive information. Conventionally, the covariates in the latent regression model are principal components extracted from background data. This operational method has several important disadvantages, such as the handling of missing data and the high model complexity. The approach introduced here to identify multiple groups that can account for the variation among students is to conduct a latent class analysis (LCA). In the LCA, one or more latent nominal variables are identified that can be used to classify respondents with respect to their background characteristics. These classifications are then introduced as predictors in the latent regression. The primary goal of this study was to explore whether this approach yields similar estimates of group means and standard deviations compared with the operational procedure. The alternative approaches based on LCA differed regarding the number of classes, the items used for the LCA, and whether manifest class membership information or class membership probabilities were used as independent variables in the latent regression. Overall, recovery of the operational approach's group means and standard deviations was very satisfactory for all LCA approaches. Furthermore, the posterior means and standard deviations used to generate plausible values derived from the operational approach and the LCA approaches correlated highly. Thus, incorporating independent variables based on an LCA of background data into the latent regression model appears to be a viable alternative to the operational approach.
Introduction
The use of matrix sampling designs and the focus on group rather than individual scores distinguishes large-scale educational surveys such as the U.S. National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) from other testing programs. In matrix sampling designs, each student takes only a small subset of all items within one assessment, and different students take different, but overlapping, subsets of items. For example, in the TIMSS 2007 eighth-grade assessment, the total item pool consisted of 429 items (215 mathematics and 214 science items). These items were distributed into 14 mathematics item blocks and 14 science item blocks. The 28 item blocks were combined into 14 booklets which each contained 2 mathematics blocks and 2 science blocks. Each student only took 1 of the 14 booklets to keep the testing burden within reasonable limits (90 minutes in total for the eighth-grade assessment). Consequently, under such a design, the number of items each student responds to is too small to make accurate inferences about individual student ability.
In large-scale educational surveys, a latent regression model (LRM; Mislevy, 1984 Mislevy, , 1985 is used to compensate for the shortage of cognitive information and to provide population distributions of latent abilities. Conventionally, the covariates in the LRM are principal components (PCs) extracted from background data. In contrast to the matrix sampling used with items assessing cognitive abilities, each student responds to the same student background questionnaire. For each student, additional background information is collected using responses from the teacher questionnaire and the school questionnaire. The input to the PC analysis is a large number of dummy-coded background data where missing data in background variables are treated as a separate category. A large number of PCs that explain 90% of the variance in the background variables is used as predictors in the LRM. Based on the LRM and item response theory (IRT) models for item responses, plausible values for the latent skill variables, that is, the student proficiencies, are drawn.
These large LRMs used operationally have several disadvantages, for example concerning the handling of missing data. Unlike more recent procedures, methods for estimating regression models often cannot explicitly handle missing data and require each participant to have complete data on all variables of interest. Thus, missing data must be dealt with by excluding cases with missing data in the covariates, imputing missing values, dummy coding all variables, and assigning missing values to additional dummy variables, or using a new set of related variables (i.e., the PCs) that explain the variability in the covariates. Furthermore, the estimation of PCs when there are missing values either requires pairwise deletion of rows or some form of imputation. The operational LRMs also pose a significant computational burden since there is a very large number of variables (often several thousand dummy variables that are ''condensed'' into several hundred PCs). For these reasons, an alternative approach that yields similar results as the operational method but that is not subject to the same disadvantages is desirable.
The approach proposed and examined in this article is to identify multiple groups that can account for the variation among students using a latent class analysis (LCA; Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968) on the background variables. The method of LCA appears ideal for background data, as these are often composed of short scales as well as individual questions that typically yield multidimensional nominal data without the overarching structure of a few dominating latent skill variables. These background data, on the other hand, should be serving as the basis for the definition of groups-or subpopulations-that differ in how they respond to the cognitive test of skills. The primary goal of this article is an exploration of the LCA approach. We examine whether LCA-based latent regressions yield similar estimates of group means and standard deviations for abilities compared with the operational procedure.
The following section describes the operational approach to estimating student proficiencies using a two-stage procedure with a measurement model and an LRM. The subsequent section briefly summarizes research evaluating the operational approach and some alternatives that have been suggested previously and then introduces the proposed alternative approach based on LCA. The penultimate section presents an empirical comparison of the different approaches using eighth-grade TIMSS 2007 mathematics data. The results and their implications are discussed in the final section.
Operational Approach
The estimation process for student proficiencies applied by most large-scale educational surveys involves two stages: (a) a measurement (IRT) model for the observed responses to cognitive items y i , linking these to a proficiency variable u i , and (b) an LRM of the latent proficiency u i on background variables x i . Based on the parameter estimates obtained from these two stages, plausible values for the student group proficiencies can then be generated. In the following, the two stages will be explained in more detail. The notation for the models follows Thomas (2002) . For more details on the method, please refer to von Davier, Sinharay, Oranje, and Beaton (2007) or von Davier and Sinharay (2013) .
Measurement Model
In the first stage, an item response model is fit to the cognitive response data in order to obtain estimates of item parameters. The cognitive items for the ith student are denoted by y 0 i = (y 0 i1 , . . . , y 0 ip ) and are partitioned into p latent proficiencies. The binary or ordinal item scores, y ijk , k = 1, . . . , s i , for each y ij are coded as 0, 1, . . . , m jk for the kth item measuring the jth proficiency (j = 1, . . ., p) where s j denotes the number of items on proficiency j. A latent proficiency vector u 0 i = (u i1 , . . . , u ip ) is defined for the ith student. Different assessment programs use different IRT models for binary data. The three-parameter logistic (3PL) model (Lord & Novick, 1968 ) is used by NAEP and TIMSS, while the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) used the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960 ) from 2000 to 2012. Other binary models used in international large-scale assessments to model the probability of a correct response are the two-parameter logistic IRT model (Lord & Novick, 1968) and the one-parameter logistic model (Verhelst & Glas, 1995) . The 3PL model applied in this study is conditional on x i , u i , and the item parameters
and is defined as
where b jk = (a jk , b jk , c jk ). For polytomous items, the generalized partial credit model (Muraki, 1992) can be used,
where b jk = a jk , b jkh , h = 1, . . . , m jk À Á . The measurement model invokes the following independence assumptions conditional on the u i and b (see Thomas, 2002): 1. The item responses y i are conditionally independent of the background variables x i given u
The responses of a student to different items are independent conditional on u
The responses of different students are independent. 4. The item responses y ij are independent of u ij 0 conditional on u ij , j 6 ¼ j 0 . That is, item responses depend only on the proficiency to which they are allocated.
With these assumptions, the joint distribution of y
where each f j is the product of the item response probabilities given in Equations (1) and (2). Items that were not administered to a student do not contribute to Equation (3) because they are missing completely at random (Little & Rubin, 1987) by design of the booklet assignment.
Latent Regression Model
In the second stage, an LRM (also called population model or conditioning model), in which item parameters are considered known, is estimated. Depending on how many items are administered in the background questionnaire, the LRM can contain many variables (often more than 200). The inclusion of such a large number of variables is based on the assumption that group estimates for a certain variable will only be unbiased if that variable is included in the population model (Mislevy, Johnson, & Muraki, 1992; Rubin, 1987 Rubin, , 1996 . PCs of the background variables
that account for 90% of the total variance are used in the regression. The LRM is defined as
where the error follows a multivariate normal distribution: e;MVN 0, S ð Þ. That is, it is assumed that the conditional distribution of the ability variable is f u i G 0 x i , S j ð Þ where f denotes the multivariate normal density. Then we obtain the likelihood of the observed data
and the posterior distribution of the ability variable can be written as
After estimation of the model parameters in the latent regression (G, S) a number of multiple imputations (in this context called plausible values) are drawn for each response vector from the posterior distribution given in Equation (6). Details on estimation and the rationale for the use of plausible values can be found in von Davier et al. (2007) , von Davier, Gonzalez, and Mislevy (2009), and Mislevy et al. (1992) .
Evaluation of the Operational Approach and Alternative Approaches
Several simulation studies have evaluated the operational approach and at the same time compared it with one or more alternative approaches. For instance, Dresher (2006) compared the operational approach with a one-group-at-a-time model (Cohen & Jiang, 1999) in which the analyses are conducted separately for each subgroup of interest and no other background variables are introduced to the model. The operational approach yielded a smaller bias in estimating overall and subgroup mean scores, standard deviations, percentiles, and achievement-level percentages than the one-group-at-a-time model. In absolute terms, the bias was very small (less than or equal to one scale score point) for the operational approach when the number of items was above 10 and the ratio of sample size to PCs was not too high (optimally around 8 or larger). Furthermore, the operational approach was better able to recover the slightly negatively skewed population distribution than the one-group-at-a-time model. Moran and Dresher (2007) extended this study by applying the comparison to multivariate scales that were both balanced and unbalanced in content (i.e., containing items covering both subscales or not) and found the same general result supporting the operational approach. Oranje and Ye (2014) also investigated the operational approach and two modifications to it: (a) using the covariance matrix instead of the correlation matrix to extract PCs and (b) using the main reporting variables such as gender, race/ethnicity, and parental education directly, and performing the PC analysis on the residual correlation matrix. For the three model types PCs were extracted that accounted for 90%, 70%, or 50% of the variance. In a simulation study based on NAEP data sets Oranje and Ye found that larger models (90% variance explanation) yielded smaller biases and larger variances than smaller models (50% variance explanation). In total, the third model type, which used the main reporting variables directly, combined with a variance explanation of 90% in the PC analysis yielded the best bias-variance trade-off, though the differences to the operational model were very small.
Another modification to the operational approach that has been proposed involves using an LRM with a reduced number of background variables. Thomas (2002) compared the efficiency of a reduced LRM with the operational (full) model. He found that the efficiency of the estimated means and proportions exceeding cut points were not affected by reducing the number of background variables and suggested that this method could increase testing time for cognitive items and in turn increase the precision of proficiency estimates. However, these results only held for balanced designs and did not deal with secondary biases such as the effect on the variables not included. Furthermore, a reduction of background variables will come at the cost of not being able to report on as many different groups.
In sum, previous research shows that the operational PC approach achieves accurate estimates of student abilities at the group level as long as the scales are not too short or the number of PCs is not too high. Nevertheless, due to the computational complexities of the operational approach described above, alternative approaches should be explored. In light of existing research, the operational approach can be said to yield unbiased estimates, so that alternative approaches can be evaluated with respect to how well they recover results obtained using the operational approach.
Our proposed approach is to use LCA to identify one or more latent nominal variables to classify respondents with respect to statistical dependencies in their background characteristics. These classifications are then introduced as predictors in the latent regression. The approaches based on LCA we examined differed regarding the number of classes, the items used for the LCA, and whether manifest class membership information or class membership probabilities were used as independent variables in the latent regression.
LCA (Lazarsfeld, 1950; Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968) can be seen as a data reduction method which explains interindividual differences in item response patterns using a reduced number of groups (latent classes) represented by the values of a categorical latent variable. In the latent class model for binary variables, the probability of a response pattern r 0 , following Rost (2004) , is defined as
where p g is a probability parameter for the class size which defines the probability that a randomly selected person will belong to class g. The probability of correctly responding to item k k = 1, . . . , m ð Þin class g is denoted p kg and G is the number of latent classes. The exponent r k denotes the kth binary component of response pattern vector r 0 . The model equation for the LCA for polytomous variables is
where P k (X = r k jg) denotes the probability of a response to item k in category r for respondents from class g. Note that
) j denotes the classspecific probability of a response vector in class g. Once the class-specific response probabilities and class sizes are estimated, it is possible to compute the class membership probability for each case. The probability that a person with response pattern r 0 is a member of class g is
The denominator ensures that class membership probabilities add to unity:
For subsequent analyses, persons can manifestly be assigned to the class for which their class membership probability is highest. Respondents with the same observed response vector are assigned to the same latent class. For more detailed information on LCA, the reader is referred to McCutcheon (1987) and Hagenaars and McCutcheon (2002) . In our study, five alternative approaches based on LCA were investigated. These differ with respect to whether manifest class memberships (deterministic LCA) or class membership probabilities (probabilistic LCA) were used and whether background variables were allocated to variable groups based on similar content (variable Table 1 . Summary of A ternat ve Approaches Based on LCA. groups LCA). Table 1 gives a summary of the five approaches. The five approaches are 1. LCA1-d: Variables representing the contrast-coded manifest membership to 1 out of 27 latent classes (deterministic LCA) were used as independent variables in the latent regression. 2. LCA2-p: Class membership probabilities to all 27 latent classes (probabilistic LCA) were used as independent variables in the LRM. 3. LCA3-vg: Variables from the background questionnaire were clustered into five content-related variable groups (vg). Class membership probabilities from separate LCAs for the five variable groups with five latent classes each were used as independent variables in the LRM. 4. LCA4-vg3a: Class membership probabilities from separate LCAs for a set of three out of five of the variable groups in LCA3-vg with five latent classes each were used as independent variables in the LRM. The selection of these three sets was based on a previous analysis of the correlations between background variables and plausible values derived from an LRM estimated according to the operational approach. The three variable sets containing variables that correlated highest with the plausible values were selected for LCA4-vg3a. 5. LCA5-vg3b: Class membership probabilities from separate LCAs for a second set of three out of five of the variable groups in LCA3-vg with five latent classes each were used as independent variables in the LRM. For LCA5-vg3b, the three sets containing variables that showed lower correlations with the plausible values were chosen.
LCA1-d and LCA2-p only differ with respect to whether the independent variables in the LRM were based on manifest class membership information (LCA1-d) or class membership probabilities (LCA2-p). The probabilistic approach contains more information since it takes into account the probability of membership in each of the latent classes whereas the deterministic approach only takes into account the information which of the latent classes the respondent was assigned to. Therefore, for LCA3-vg, LCA4-vg3a, and LCA5-vg3b, only the probabilistic approach was applied.
Note that using a specific number of 27 (or 26, or 28, or 29) latent classes is somewhat irrelevant here. It was important to use a larger number of classes than potentially necessary, even if this is known to involve the threat of local maxima and identification issues. We used 27 classes simply because the set of background variables contains about twice as many observed variables, so we halved the number of observed variables. Vermunt, van Ginkel, van der Ark, and Sijtsma (2008) explain why identification and local maxima are less of a concern if an LCA classification is used as an auxiliary variable to explain dependencies in an imputation model, which is the case here for the latent regression, since it is essentially an imputation model for plausible values.
Comparison of Approaches Using TIMSS 2007 Data
Using eighth-grade TIMSS 2007 mathematics and background data, we investigated whether alternative LRMs based on LCA could recover the results obtained from the operational LRM using PC analysis. Thus, both methods are identical regarding the first stage of estimation (the measurement model) but differ in the way independent variables for the LRMs are derived.
The five LCA approaches will be compared with respect to how well they recover posterior means and standard deviations on the mathematics scales obtained from the operational LRM. Furthermore, correlations between the different LCA approaches and the operational PC approach will be compared with respect to posterior means and plausible values. Last, the size of correlations between posterior means and background variables will be contrasted between the LCA approaches and the operational PC approach.
Method
Samples. We used data from the 57 countries that participated in the TIMSS 2007 eighth-grade assessment. Sample sizes per participating entity ranged from 1,777 (Minnesota, United States; benchmark participant) to 7,377 (United States) with a total N of 246,112.
Instrument. Data on cognitive abilities consisted of the 215 items included in the TIMSS 2007 mathematics content domain. The mathematics domain can be divided into the four subscales number, algebra, geometry, and data and chance. For each subscale, posterior means and standard deviations were computed and plausible values were generated.
Fifty-three variables from the TIMSS 2007 eighth-grade student questionnaire were used as background variables. (The 54 variables that correlated highest with the plausible values were selected but one was dropped because of a low response rate.) For three of the LCA approaches (LCA3-vg, , the 53 variables were sorted into variable groups based on their content. This resulted in five variable groups, namely demographic information (7 items), home possessions (6), time spent on activities (11), frequency of activities in mathematics (17), and feelings about school and mathematics (12).
Analyses. The analyses were carried out in two steps. First, LCAs were estimated to obtain class membership information. Then, the class membership assignment or the class membership probabilities obtained from the LCAs using Equation (9) were introduced to the LRM. In the following, the analyses are described in more detail.
Latent class analyses. LCAs were estimated using the software for multidimensional discrete latent trait models (MDLTM; von Davier, 2005 von Davier, , 2008 . MDLTM applies the expectation-maximization algorithm (Bock & Aitkin, 1981; Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) to obtain marginal maximum likelihood estimates of parameters. For LCA1-d and LCA2-p, latent classes were formed based on the responses to all 53 background variables. For the LCA approaches based on variable groups (LCA3-vg, LCA4-vg3a, and LCA5-vg3b), separate LCAs were estimated for each variable group. The number of latent classes estimated separately for each country was 27 for LCA1-d and LCA2-p and five latent classes for each variable group for LCA3-vg to LCA5-vg3b. The main reason for choosing these numbers were practical considerations: Instead of iteratively testing different latent class models and choosing the one with the optimal number (as, e.g., in von Davier, Naemi, & Roberts, 2011) we decided to use a single model that contains a comparably large number of classes to ensure that differences between respondents can be captured by the class variable. This is not unlike the operational approach that uses a fixed percentage of explained variance to determine the model instead of comparing the predictive power of different sets of extracted PCs.
Latent regression model. Analyses for the LRM were conducted using DGROUP (Educational Testing Service, 2012) . DGROUP has three phases of operation. In the data preparation phase, item parameter data from IRT scaling of the cognitive data in PARSCALE (Muraki & Bock, 2003) or MDLTM (von Davier, 2005 (von Davier, , 2008 are used as input to the DGROUP program. Moreover, a data reduction process (SWEEP; Goodnight, 1979) is applied which removes regressors that have little or no variance or show high collinearity with other variables. In the estimation phase, DGROUP provides maximum likelihood estimates of G, S (see Equation 5) in the LRM. Last, in the imputation phase, DGROUP generates multiple imputations from the latent variable posterior distributions of examinees (plausible values).
The LCA approaches differed regarding the number and type of independent variables that were included in the LRM. The characteristics of the five LCA approaches are summarized in Table 1 . For LCA1-d, manifest class membership assignments resulting from the LCAs for each country in MDLTM were contrast-coded into 26 variables which were used as predictors in the LRM. For LCA2-p, 27 variables were used which contained the probability of class membership to each of the 27 latent classes. For LCA3-vg, LCA4-vg3a, and LCA5-vg3b class membership probabilities were used as well. Here, the class membership probabilities obtained in the separate LCAs for each variable group were combined for the LRM. For LCA3-vg, class membership probabilities to all 25 latent classes resulting from the separate LCAs conducted for each of the five variable groups were included. For LCA4-vg3a, only class membership probabilities to the latent classes from the variable groups demographic information, home possessions, and frequency of activities in mathematics were used, and for LCA5-vg3b, only class membership probabilities to the latent classes from the variable groups time spent on activities, frequency of activities in mathematics, and feelings about school and mathematics were used.
In addition to the estimation of the LRM using data from the complete sample of every country, posterior means and standard deviations were also obtained separately for gender subgroups and for subgroups based on the response categories for the item number of books at home. These two variables were chosen for the subgroup analyses because subgroup differences in ability are often found for gender and number of books at home (e.g., for the TIMSS 2007 eighth-grade assessment on average across countries girls had higher mathematics achievement than boys; Mullis et al., 2008) . Number of books at home had five response categories: none or very few, one shelf, one bookcase, two bookcases, and three or more bookcases. The category none or very few was used as a reference category for examining subgroup differences.
The five LCA approaches were compared with the operational PC approach regarding their ability to reproduce the posterior means and standard deviations obtained applying the operational approach. To this purpose, differences between the values obtained from the PC approach and the LCA approaches were computed. To analyze whether the PC approach consistently yielded more extreme values than the LCA approaches, the frequency with which five percentiles of the posterior means (5, 25, 50, 75, 95) were larger for the PC approach compared with each LCA approach was computed and tested for significance using a sign test (Dixon & Mood, 1946 ). The null hypothesis tested by the sign test is that the number of countries where the PC percentile is larger than the LCA percentile should be equal to the number of countries where the PC percentile is smaller than the LCA percentile, or p(PC . LCA) = p(PC \ LCA) = 0.5. Similarly, the recovery of subgroup results concerning gender and the number of books at home was also investigated by first computing the differences between the posterior means and standard deviations obtained from the PC and LCA approaches and then testing whether subgroup differences were more extreme for the PC or LCA approaches using the sign test.
Furthermore, correlations between the PC approach and the LCA approaches concerning the posterior means and plausible values were investigated. Last, correlations between the posterior means and nine dichotomously scored background variables were computed. Applying the sign test, we analyzed whether the mean of the correlations between posterior means and each of the background variables across the four mathematics subscales was higher for the PC approach compared with the LCA approaches.
Results
Preanalyses. In the data preparation phase of the analyses using variable groups, some independent variables were removed during the SWEEP procedure due to collinearity. Collinearity was determined by the incremental variance explanation by a variable given a set of previously selected variables. If the incremental variance explanation was below .001, two variables were considered collinear (Educational Testing Service, 2012). For LCA3-vg this reduced the number of independent variables based on class membership probabilities from 25 to between 15 and 21 across countries. For LCA4-vg3a, the range was between 9 and 13 independent variables, and for LCA5-vg3b, it was between 10 and 13 independent variables. Between 92 and 135 PCs were used across the 57 countries in the operational approach.
Posterior Means and Standard Deviations. Table 2 shows the differences between the operational PC approach and each of the five alternative LCA approaches regarding the posterior means and standard deviations on the four TIMSS 2007 mathematics scales averaged across all 57 countries. All differences between the PC approach and the LCA approaches were minuscule, and the LCA approaches did not show noteworthy differences in their ability to recover the posterior means and standard deviations obtained in the PC approach.
For the posterior means on the four mathematics subscales, we furthermore analyzed whether the percentiles for the PC approach were consistently larger than the percentiles for the LCA approaches across the 57 countries using a sign test with a = .05. As Table 3 shows, for the fifth percentile, this was the case across all four mathematics subscales. For example, for number, the fifth percentile of posterior means based on PC was larger than the fifth percentile of posterior means based on LCA for between 46 and 52 out of 57 countries. For the 25th and 50th percentiles, the LCA approaches mostly yielded larger values than the PC approach. For the 75th percentile, PC values were larger than LCA values for the subscales geometry and algebra, while for number and data and chance, sign test results were mostly nonsignificant. For the 95th percentile, PC posterior means were larger than LCA posterior means for geometry, and for two LCA approaches (LCA1-d and LCA5-vg3b) also for number, while data and chance and algebra yielded mainly nonsignificant sign test results.
Aggregating the significant results across subscales for each method, the number of percentiles where PC was larger than the respective LCA method and the reverse was mostly balanced. For instance, for LCA2-p, 13 out of 20 percentiles resulted in significant sign tests, and for 7 of these, the PC approach had larger percentiles for the majority of the countries, while for 6, LCA2-p had larger percentiles for the majority of the countries. Exemplarily, the cumulative density plot in Figure 1 shows the percentiles for posterior means on the mathematics subscale number for Algeria. Overall, the different LCA approaches yielded very similar results. Note. Tota number of countries = 57. Freq = frequency; PC = principa component; LCA = atent c ass ana ysis.
Considering the high degree of similarity between the LCA approaches, results concerning the differences between PC and LCA for the LRMs based on subgroups for gender and the number of books at home will only be reported for the LCA approach using five variable groups (LCA3-vg). Average differences in posterior means and standard deviations across all countries between the PC approach and LCA3-vg were larger when the samples were divided into subgroups (see Table 4 ). However, all average differences were still less than .03.
For gender subgroups and subgroups based on the variable number of books at home, we investigated whether the differences between subgroups were larger using the PC approach or the LCA approaches. The results of the sign tests for LCA3-vg, LCA4-vg3a, and LCA5-vg3b are depicted in Table 5 . Regarding the girl-boy difference, the PC approach consistently yielded a larger difference for the majority of the 57 countries than any of the three LCA approaches across the four mathematics subscales. For LCA3-vg and LCA4-vg3a the difference between the five categories of the variable number of books at home (using none or very few as the reference category) was larger compared with the PC approach for the majority of the countries. For LCA5-vg3b, the reverse is true, which may be attributed to the fact that the variable number of books at home was included in the variable groups used for LCA3-vg and LCA4-vg3a but not LCA5-vg3b. In general, the frequency of a larger LCA difference than PC difference across the 57 countries was highest for the comparison of the lowest two categories (none or very few, one shelf), while the difference in frequencies was less pronounced for comparisons of the lowest category none or very few with the higher categories one bookcase, two bookcases, and three or more bookcases. Note. The categories for the variab e number of books at home are none or very few, one she f, one bookcase, two bookcases, and three or more bookcases. The category none or very few was used as the reference category. Tota number of countries for the sign test = 57. D & C = data and chance; Freq = frequency; PC = principa component; LCA = atent c ass ana ysis.
Correlations. Correlations between the posterior means from the operational PC approach and the five LCA approaches on the mathematics subscales averaged across all countries are depicted in Table 6 . As can be seen in the main diagonals, correlations between PC and each LCA approach were very high, though not perfect, for all LCA approaches. Across all countries, correlations for posterior means ranged between .823 and PC) . Correlations between the PC approach and the LCA approaches concerning the five plausible values generated in DGROUP for the first mathematics subscale number are exemplarily shown in Table 7 for Serbia. Correlations did not differ notably between the different LCA-based approaches.
Correlations between all plausible values were similarly high. Across all countries, the range of correlations between plausible values for number was .480 to .841. Last, it was analyzed whether correlations between posterior means and nine background variables were higher for the PC approach compared with . For each method, correlations were averaged across the four mathematics subscales. For some countries, one or more of the background variables were constant (i.e., only one response option was endorsed by participants). In those cases, the country was not included in the computation of the sign test. The results showed that for LCA4-vg3a and LCA5-vg3b, a significant majority of mean correlations across the participating countries were higher for the PC approach for most of the background variables (seven out of nine for both; see Table 8 ). For LCA3-vg, the number of countries where the PC correlation was higher than the LCA correlation only differed significantly from the number of countries where the LCA correlation was higher than the PC correlation for four background variables. For these four (born in \country . , in school something of mine was stolen, in school made to do things by other student, and in school was left out of activities), PC correlations were higher than LCA correlations. 
Discussion and Conclusion
The use of PC analysis is the operational method to aggregate data for the LRM in many large-scale educational surveys. This method yields independent predictors that account for a large portion of the variance and achieves accurate estimates of student abilities at the group level (Dresher, 2006; Moran & Dresher, 2007; Oranje & Ye, 2014) . However, it is only one of many data reduction methods. Several modifications and alternatives have been suggested previously. For example, Thomas (2002) proposed using a reduced number of background variables, a method that yielded satisfactory results. Another alternative approach is using a one-group-at-atime model (Cohen & Jiang, 1999 ) though it could not outperform the operational PC approach (Dresher, 2006; Moran & Dresher, 2007) . In this article, a different alternative approach based on LCA was taken which classified students regarding their background characteristics and used these classifications as predictors in the LRM. This approach is similar to applying LCA directly as an imputation model for categorical data which has been shown to yield good recovery of parameters and standard errors when a sufficient number of latent classes is used (Vermunt et al., 2008) . Since the parameters of interest in large-scale educational surveys are student proficiencies, we used LCA as a method of obtaining predictors for the LRM. Minuscule differences and high correlations between the PC approach and the LCA approaches for the posterior means and standard deviations on the mathematics subscales indicate that substituting the operational LRM with a more parsimonious LRM based on either class membership probabilities or manifest membership to latent classes did not lead to a loss of information. Differences between PC and LCA were slightly larger but still negligible when subgroups of participants (gender, number of books at home) were considered.
The fifth percentile of posterior means based on the PC approach was consistently larger than the fifth percentile of posterior means based on the LCA approaches as shown by the sign test. However, for the other four percentiles (25, 50, 75, 95) , the frequency with which the PC approach yielded larger values than the LCA approaches was lower, and in many cases, not significantly different from the frequency with which the LCA approaches yielded larger values than the PC approach. The sign test for correlations between posterior means and background variables averaged across the mathematics subscales resulted in nonsignificant differences between the number of countries where the PC correlation was higher and the number of countries where the LCA (based on five variable groups) correlation was higher for most of the nine background variables.
Thus, using a relatively large number of classes in the LCA (15 for LCA4-vg3a and LCA4-vg3b, 25 for LCA3-vg, and 27 for LCA1-d and LCA2-p) yields sufficiently fine-grained classifications to account for the variance in the data. Vermunt et al. (2008) note that in the context of using LCA for the purposes of density estimation, fitting a larger number of classes than necessary (overfitting) is advantageous since sample specific variability can be captured whereas underfitting is problematic because important associations or interactions between variables are ignored. In this study, the LCA approaches were evaluated with respect to how well they recovered the results from the operational approach since this is the method currently used in most large-scale educational surveys and it has been shown to provide unbiased estimates (e.g., Oranje & Ye, 2014) . Future research could apply a simulation study to evaluate both approaches regarding their ability to recover the true population values.
While the operational PC approach can explain slightly more residual variance, the LCA approach is the more efficient data reduction method. For the LCA approaches based on sets of variable groups, some independent variables (consisting of class membership probabilities) were removed in the data preparation phase due to collinearity. These analyses were based on a multiple classifications LCA because the class membership probabilities resulting from separate LCAs for each variable group were combined into one LRM. It is conceivable that some of the classifications were redundant due to overlap in the content of the background variables from different variable groups, for example, demographic information and home possessions. Thus, future applications might attempt to use sets of background variables that differ in content and yet are strongly related to the latent proficiencies.
One disadvantage of the operational approach is that the more PCs are included in the LRM, the more concern is warranted that they lose meaning. The LCA approach proposed in this article classifies respondents into groups that share background characteristics. This idea can also be applied to other contexts such as research in crosscultural psychology where background characteristics could be used to explain country-level variation (for an approach using cluster analysis, see Georgas & Berry, 1995) . Since many background variables assessed in the student questionnaire are known to be related to the proficiencies assessed (e.g., those on home resources such as the number of books at home; Mullis et al., 2008) , using classifications of students based on these characteristics is a promising approach. Thus, in contrast to the PCs used in the operational approach, relationships between the background variables are taken into account. The LCA approach is also better able to handle missing data compared with the PC approach because respondents are classified despite having missing data in the background variables. Thus, unlike the PC approach, the LCA approach does not require the exclusion of data or imputation when missing values occur. Moreover, the LCA approach does not require all the background variables to be contrast-coded and, in general, fewer coefficients need to be estimated compared with the PC approach. In consequence, the LCA approach is more parsimonious.
The two-stage procedure applied by both the operational approach and the LCA approach proposed in this study neglect the standard errors of the parameter estimates from the first stage during the second stage. Thus, future research could investigate modifying the LCA approach to a single model in which a regression of the cognitive ability variables on the latent classes is specified. The assumptions embedded in the operational LRM such as (a) common regression coefficients when using PCs to predict the ability across all students and (b) a normally distributed residual with a common covariance matrix across students, impose constraints on student ability distributions. For example, a common covariance matrix might not be appropriate for students from different (sub)populations and the same linear relationship between PCs and latent variables may not hold across subgroups (Thomas, 2002) . Thus, one area of future research could aim at using multiple-group analysis to relax these constraints by allowing free estimation of the ability distribution for multiple groups. The probability-based LCA approach applied here already allows for differing group means, though the residual variance assumption was retained in the DGROUP analyses. Extending this approach to multiple-group analysis, which allows different distributions in different subgroups, would be a promising endeavor.
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